Quartz Luxe® Sinks: 10" Farmhouse With Workstation, Mint Creme and Color Matched Drains

Select Quartz Luxe® sink models are now available as workstation sinks with farmhouse apron fronts. The 10" tall apron provides a traditional farmhouse look that makes an impression in the kitchen. Additionally, the workstation design, accommodates a custom-sized wood cutting board to maximize workspace in the kitchen.

Quartz Luxe introduces a new color for 2020 – Mint Creme. This fresh mint green has delectable creamy undertones that help bring serenity to the home. Capturing the coolness of nature and plant life, this pastel pick is paving the way in home décor.

Designed for superior strength, Quartz Luxe sinks are the ideal combination of function and fashion. The nonporous material is heat proof up to 535°F, stain and smudge resistant standing up to everyday wear. Whether you’re looking for unsurpassed durability, stylish design or unique coloring, Quartz Luxe delivers.

Workstation Style Sink

Workstation Ledge: Slide the wood cutting board along built-in sink ledge to optimize your workspace; go from meal prep to clean up in seconds.

Accessories Included: Wood cutting board; stainless steel and color matched drains; and maintenance kit with microfiber towel and eraser sponge.

10" Farmhouse Apron

Traditional Farmhouse: Sink’s apron is 10" tall for a traditional farmhouse look.

Mint Creme

Rich, Bold Colors: This fresh mint green has delectable creamy undertones.

Color Matched Drains

Color Matched: Coordinate your drain to match the color of your Elkay quartz sink; available in 16 beautiful hues, including, Mint Creme.

Polymer: Material infused with color; will not chip or scratch off from daily use.

About Elkay Manufacturing

For more than 100 years, Elkay® Manufacturing has been making innovative products and providing exceptional customer care. Family owned since 1920, Elkay began by making residential butler and pantry sinks. Today, the company has grown to include faucets, foodservice fixtures, water delivery products and architectural millwork in addition to world-class sinks. We are proud to be America’s No. 1 selling kitchen sink company, as well as a leading manufacturer of award-winning water delivery products, including the ezH2O® bottle filling station.

Like your family, Elkay has values and traditions that endure. We take pride in offering reliable products that inspire change and leave the world a better place for generations to come. Headquartered in Downers Grove, Illinois, Elkay is American owned and operated providing thousands of jobs that support our families and communities.